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BREAST CANCER AWARENESS A
FOCUS OF TERMINAL 4 STAFF

To commemorate the fight against breast cancer; volunteers from Terminal 4 gathered to
raise awareness and urge women to see their physician and get necessary examinations.

JETBLUE
PLAYS SANTA

Leader Lindsay Kearns, Cassandra Cantone, Lauren Gregory, Elizabeth Benkert, Madalyn
Kearns, Amber Nauss, Leader Gina Battagliola From left to right lower row Grace
Michels, Peyton Cholden, Rosalina Battagliola, Courtney Pearsall

GIRL SCOUTS DONATE FOR
THANKSGIVING
Every year Longwood Girl Scout Troop
3598 from Long Island, donates to feed a
family in need for Thanksgiving. This year,
the troop, led by Gina Battagliola and Lindsay Kearns, donated an oversized basket
with all the things for a proper Thanksgiving

dinner to JFKIAT – T4, for their Long Island
Cares Food Drive. Gina delivered the basket
to Mayra Fazio of IAT who sponsored the
program on behalf of Terminal 4. Congratulations to these girls for keeping in the tradition of Holiday Spirit.

JFK AIR CARGO
MANAGERS
LUNCHEON DRAWS
DESPITE BAD
WEATER
COURTESY JET BLUE

It seems airlines want to one-up Santa
this year. JetBlue surprised stranded people
this holiday season with free flights home.
The airline scanned Craigslist’s rideshare
community board for people searching for a
lift to their friends and families’ places before Dec. 25. The company reached out to a
few lucky people, video chatting with them
and asking if they could somehow make it
to an airport.
Most of the to-be passengers were confused about the questions — until JetBlue
revealed that they had no plans to drive
them to their destination. They were just

going to fly them home, for no cost.
JetBlue calls it #FlyItForward, but we’re
sure these passengers will chalk it up to a
Christmas miracle.
WestJet airlines also went viral earlier
this month for giving their passengers everything on their holiday wish list, including free gadgets, clothes and flights home.
Both airlines seem to have been bit by
the holiday spirit bug (and perhaps a dose
of good PR), but hopefully the viral ads will
quiet the airport grinches — at least until
next year.

The JFK Air Cargo Manager’s Club
and Air Cargo Association’s annual
Holiday Luncheon was a huge success
attended by approximately 150 industry professionals, despite treacherous
travel conditions due to snow and icy
roadways.
Over 250 Toys For Tots were collected on behalf of this worthy cause.
See LUNCHEON page 2
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TOYS GALORE, COURTESY
OF PAPD MARINE CORPS
ASSOCIATION
The Port Authority Police Marine
Corps Association collected about
2,500 toys from Port Authority facilities in New York and New Jersey as
part of the U.S. Marine Corps’ annual
Toys for Tots program, which collects
them for hospitalized or disadvantaged
children.
PAPDMCA President Joshua Maarleveld, Vice President Erick Torres, Di-

rector of Public Safety, Superintendent
of Police Michael Fedorko, and three
active-duty Marines visited Executive
Director Pat Foye at PA headquarters
on December 17 with a small sample
of the collection. PA Police Officers
Anthony Alfieri, Javier Cerna, Hans
Gomero, and Mark Kopczynski (not
pictured) picked up toys in both states.
Photo by John Denise

Once again, the toys loaded in 15 huge plastic bags had to be transported by box truck,
provided by Andrew Montero of Mobile
Air Transport, and taken to Assemblyman
Joseph Saladino’s office collection box.
The Assemblyman was both thrilled and
amazed once again, by the great generosity
of the JFK Air Cargo Community.

SKAAMCO
CAPS
YEAR WITH
CHRISTMAS
PARTY

Joe Badamo, President JFK Air Cargo
Association and Vice President of Sales
for Silkway Airlines; and Assemblyman
Joseph Saldino, with their “treasure trove”
of gifts assembled for the Toys for Tots
campaign.

The Courtyard by Marriott JFK hosted Skaamco’s
December meeting. Mr
Raymond Sun, the General
Manager, provided a festive luncheon with multiple
desserts and gave a tour of
the hotel’s newly renovated
facilities.

LUNCHEON

Experience
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Whether you’re looking for a card
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Platinum
0% introductory APR* on purchases and
balance transfers for first 6 months
Generous credit limits and balance transfers
No annual fee
Platinum Rewards
Earn points for cash, gift cards, merchandise
and travel
1 point for every $1 spent
5,000 points when you spend $2,000 in the
first 3 months
0% introductory APR* on balance transfers
for first 6 months
No annual fee
World Rewards
Earn points for cash, gift cards, merchandise
and travel
1.25 points for every $1 spent
25,000 points when you spend $5,000 in the
first 3 months
0% introductory APR* on balance transfers
for first 6 months
$75 annual fee** waived the first year

Tammy Card, President Skaamco, Raymond
Sun, General Manager Courtyard by
Marriott; JFK, Roberta Dunn, Travel &
Dining Airport Press
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A Dental Office Like No Other!
Dr. Dmitry Epelboym and Associates have over 20 years of
experience in the newest,
most advanced, implant and
cosmetic dentistry techniques
available today.

BBoard
oard Certified Pediatric Dentist Marina Krepkh, D.D.S,
BBoard
oard Certified Orthodontist Adam Pristera, D.D.S.

All of the following available on premises:
• 1 hour crowns
• Advanced Dental Laboratory
• Personalized Tooth Shading by a Certified
Dental Technician
• Play Area for Children with Video Games
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Cosmetic Dentistry Center
7708 4th Avenue, Brooklyn , NY 11209

Call us at 718-491-3100, 718-491-5300, 718-567-7900
Mon 10-7, Tue 10-6, Wed:10-7, Thurs 10-6, Fri 10-6, Sat (every other) 10-6

http://www.cosmeticdentistrycenter.com
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nitely Dickens Carolers.
“We’re pleased to offer massages and live music this
holiday season,” says Lillian Tan, vice president and general
manager of MarketPlace Development. “Traveling during
the holidays can be hectic, so we want passengers traveling
through Terminal B to be as comfortable and stress-free as
possible.”
Senior Aviation staffers with the graduates are Bob Junge
(back row left, white moustache), Kevin Dauwalter (back
row left-center, with goatee), Doug Stearns (second row,
far right), Maria Bordas (front row, 3rd from right), Hema
Iyer (front row, 2nd from right), Jack Ort (behind Ms.
Bordas), and Harry Rater (2nd from left).

MEET THE NEW AIRPORT
OPERATIONS AGENTS
Fourteen Port Authority employees graduated last month
from Vaughn College of Aeronautics and Technology’s Airport Operations Agent Training Program, which included
four weeks of classroom training and two weeks of on-thejob training at the region’s three major airports. It was the
PA’slargest graduating class of AOAs ever.
The program centered on aeronautical, general aviation,
and construction escort; wildlife management; and emergency response knowledge, skills, and abilities. The new AOAs
are (alphabetically) Yosef Ben-Hamo, Illich Billy, Jeffrey
Coulter, Ashley Davis, Edward DePass, Elton Espinal, Maeghan Grant, Christopher Halstead, Thomas Harrison, Knobbie Mohammed, Matthew Revell, Jayzelle Roberts, DavidSegarra, and Ronald Wilson.

LAGUARDIA AIRPORT CHORUSES
BRIGHTEN HOLIDAY SPIRITS
The holidays have arrived at LaGuardia Airport. As part
of a long-standing annual program by the airport in cooperation with schools in Elmhurst, Jackson Heights, and Corona,

VICTORIA’S SECRET LANDS AT JFK’S
TERMINAL 4
children’s choruses fill the West Food Court of the Central
Terminal Building with holiday music – to the delight of
customers and staff.
The holiday atmosphere has been very warmly received,
even prompting busy airline flight crews to pause and enjoy
the music. With students and teachers from Corona’s P.S. 92
on December 16 are (back row, from left) Airport Access
Control Coordinator Michele Delgado, Patron Services Coordinator Cheryl Lee, Central Terminal Building Manager
John Muenzen, and Senior Timekeeper Valerie Lewicki.

FOOD & SHOPS AT LGA TERMINAL
B AIMS TO HELP TRAVELERS ‘DESTRESS’
The Food & Shops at LaGuardia’s Terminal B is offering
a program to help holiday travelers “de-stress.”A massage
therapist will provide 10-minute chair massages in the food
courts in Terminal B. The service will be offered first-come,
first served, and it is available
from 12 to 5 p.m. every Friday
and Sunday in December.
Live music also will aim to
ease stress from 12 to 4 p.m.
De-stressing at LaGuardia every Thursday and Friday in
December. Performances will be
at various locations throughout the terminal by artists such
as the Vic Lesser Jazz Trio, The Manhattan Dolls and Defi-

You don’t just have
an account number.
You have a life.
Visit AACreditUnion.org to ﬁnd out
more, or stop by one of our New York
or New Jersey branch locations.

American Airlines Credit Union and the
Flight Symbol are marks of American Airlines, Inc.

A beauty and accessories store has landed at John F. Kennedy International, thanks to a collaboration between Hudson Group and Victoria’s Secret.
The shop in Terminal 4 will feature fragrances such
as Victoria’s Secret
Bombshell and Sexy
Little Things Noir
Tease, the new Victoria collection and VS
Fantasies.
Travelers
also will find branded
cosmetics cases, multiuse fashion handbags,
passport holders, phone
wallets, travel adaptors
and ear buds, as well as
smartphone and tablet
accessories; scarves,
sunglasses and signature Victoria’s Secret
panties are available,
too.
“We and our joint
venture partner Concourse Ventures are delighted to be entrusted with delivering upscale brands like Victoria’s Secret to the travelers of
JFK Terminal 4,” says Joe DiDomizio, president and CEO of
Hudson Group. “Hudson has enjoyed a rewarding association with JFKIAT for over a decade, and we are glad to be
playing a role in the current phase of development. The new
program expands the total number of stores we operate in
this terminal from 10 to 14.”
Notes Alain Maca, president of JFKIAT LLC, the management company for Terminal 4: “One of the key benefits
of Terminal 4’s redevelopment to make our terminal the new
home of Delta Air Lines at JFK is that passengers can now
enjoy a post-security environment for shopping and dining.
Hudson’s team has worked closely with our group to deliver
a world-class program that will appeal to our diverse passenger mix.”

JC DECAUX WINS LAX TERMINAL
MEDIA OPERATOR CONCESSION
JC Decaux SA announced that it has been awarded a
7-year concession – with a 3-year extension option – to provide Terminal Media Operator services at Los Angeles International Airport.
The interior advertising and sponsorships contract includes the new Bradley West international terminal, where
brands will be able to sponsor the spectacular digital installations that were recently unveiled there, including iconic
features such as the 72-foot tall four-sided Time Tower and
the 3,000 sq. ft. Welcome to Los Angeles video wall.
The program will also feature an array of innovative digital products throughout the airport, and the development of
physical and virtual interactive platforms providing passengers with services, information and entertainment. A true
See Airport News page 5
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emerging media laboratory, LAX will offer
advertisers unprecedented ways to reach their
target audience.

ning work is underway to upgrade lounges at
London, Hong Kong and Singapore (Terminal 3) in 2014.
Lounge customers can look forward to
distinct personal spaces that provide a sense
of ‘being home’, as well as more personalized services from lounge staff and a delectable selection of food and beverages to complement SIA’s in-flight offerings.

LETS GO TO THE BEACH – AT
THE AIRPORT

NEW ‘HOME AWAY FROM
HOME’ SILVERKRIS
LOUNGE DEBUTS
“Our customers frequently tell us that
they have a feeling of ‘home’ as soon as they
board our aircraft, and our aim is to extend
this experience to the ground. Through our
new ‘home away from home’ concept, the intention is for our customers to experience the
feeling of being taken care of at every step
of their journey,” said Senior Vice President
Product & Services, Mr Tan Pee Teck
17 December 2013 - Singapore Airlines
has unveiled its new-concept SilverKris
Lounge in Sydney, as part of a multi-million
dollar investment program to upgrade all
of the Airline’s airport lounges around the
world.
Designed by renowned architectural and
interior design firm ONG&ONG, the newconcept SilverKris Lounge is thoughtfully
designed and modeled after elements of a
home, following extensive research that included focus groups with customers.
The new design concept will be progressively introduced to all of SIA’s SilverKris
Lounges in 15 cities [1] over the next five
years at an estimated cost of around $100
million. Following renovation of the Sydney
lounge, which has just been completed, plan-

LAX Beach is a new beach-themed children’s play area, now open at Los Angeles
International Airport. Most parents will tell
you that traveling internationally with kids is
no day at the beach.
“For families with young children, spending long periods of time in an airport terminal
can be a kind of torment. Partly because of
all the waiting around but also because the
airport is just a stop — usually the first stop
— in a long journey,” said Suzanne Rowan
Kelleher, family travel expert and managing
editor of MiniTime.com.
Open to kids ages 2 to 8, the play space
has soft, sculpted foam pieces resembling
waves, surfboards, beach toys and dolphins
and is in keeping with the terminal’s overall
architectural theme, which was inspired by
the Pacific Ocean to the west of the airport.
The play space — the first children’s play
area in any LAX terminal — was built for the
Los Angeles World Airports by terminal management company Westfield for $350,000. In
addition to the beach-themed foam pieces,
there’s a slide, an interactive light table and
lifesavers for children to crawl through.

Keith Biondo
Publisher of
Inbound Logistics

KEITH
BIONDO

In the midst of holiday season – the busiest time for a trucking
company – Truckload Carriers Association

May Your Holiday Season Be
Filled With Good Health And
Joyous Celebrations
With Family And Friends.
Warmest Wishes,

Frank Russo, Jr.,

Cargo News
WREATHS ACROSS
AMERICA 2013: TRUCKING
INDUSTRY COMES
TOGETHER
TO SUPPORT
VETERANS

Happy New Year

(TCA)
members
and other trucking
companies
have
made it possible
for hundreds of
thousands of fresh
remembrance wreaths to be placed upon veterans’ graves at Arlington National Cemetery
and at nearly 900 other cemeteries nationwide on December 14, 2013, known as National Wreaths Across America Day.
The notion of honoring veterans and their
families in this manner began in 1992, when
Morrill Worcester, owner of the Worcester
Wreath Company of Harrington, Maine, discovered a surplus of unsold wreaths toward
the end of the year. By donating them to be
See Cargo News page 6

Management & Staff of
Russo’s On The Bay,
Vetro Restaurant & Lounge And
Giardino Restaurant
www.russosonthebay.com
www.vetronyc.com
www.giardino.com
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placed on veterans’ gravestones, he launched
what has now become an annual tradition
requiring the assistance of many trucking
companies to make it happen. The entire effort grew into Wreaths Across America, a
non-profit organization that was created to
“remember, honor, and teach” about the service and sacrifices of veterans.
“Wreaths Across America Day is an enormous effort that depends heavily on trucks,
trailers, professional drivers, a dispatching
system, and plenty of wreath sponsorships,”
said Karen Worcester, Morrill’s wife and the
executive director of WAA. “We know that
the cost of operating trucking equipment is
expensive – especially fuel. Yet, since TCA
and its members got involved, we’ve been
able to place wreaths at 900 veterans’ cemeteries across the nation – up nearly 100
locations from last year. That’s more than
500,000 soldiers that will be honored this
year with a remembrance wreath. It’s an
amazing commitment that truly shows what
values the trucking industry stands for.”
A few weeks before National Wreaths
Across America Day, TCA called upon its
members to ensure that all needs would
be met. The response was extraordinary.
Trucks, trailers, and professional drivers
were offered readily (a list of participating
motor carriers can be found at www.truckload.org/2013-Volunteer-Trucking-Compa-

nies). One carrier that could not provide a
truck offered to pay for one from another
company, including its fuel. TransCore of
Beaverton, Oregon, a TCA member, made a
special effort to call trucking companies to
recruit volunteers. Other industry organizations, like Alexandria, Virginia-based Transportation Intermediaries Association, also a
TCA member, sent out pleas for help to their
own membership.
Dispatching assistance was also provided. ITS Dispatch of Newmarket, Ontario,
donated software that has been used by TCA
for the second year in a row. TCA member
JagTrux, Inc., of Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, helped rearrange some routes to ensure that loads were planned in the most
cost-effective and logical way. Rita Germak
Swisher, safety manager at JagTrux, also
made personal phone calls and wrote e-mails
to trucking colleagues and groups asking for
support.
“We’re a small, 35-truck company, and
we participate in Wreaths Across America
every year,” she said. “The cause is important to us because we’re a family-owned
company and big supporters of the military.
My cousins are military, and my grandfather
was, too. Some of our drivers are veterans,
or their families, are. You don’t have to be
a large company to show your respect. We
buy a wreath for anyone in our company
who requests one for themselves or a family
member. It’s our way of honoring those who

SPOTLESS CAR WASH
and QUICK LUBE
with CONDUIT CAR CARE

124-15 Rockaway Blvd., South Ozone Park, NY 11420

718-529-9477
$

5.00 OFF

Full Service Oil Change
New Oil Filter, GTX Oil, Top Off of all
Fluids and 14 Point Safety Check.
Includes Full Service Car Wash
With Coupon Expires 201

$

5.00 OFF
V.I.P.

Interior or Exterior
Wash
With Coupon Expires 01

$

20.00 OFF

Complete Detail
Wax, Compound, Shampoo,
Armor All, Etc.
With Coupon Expires 201

Business Hours: Mon-Sat 7am-9pm, Sunday 7AM-7PM Car Wash Open 24/7

have given so much to this country.”
Truckloads of wreaths were broken down
into smaller shipments at Midwestern crossdocking operations set up by TCA-member
Tennant Truck Lines, Colona, Illinois, and
Arrow Truck Sales, Kansas City, Missouri.
At Arlington National Cemetery, the
opening ceremony, scheduled to begin at
9:30 a.m., will take place on a custombuilt, mobile stage – a curtain-sided flatbed
trailer – provided by Gary Salisbury, former TCA chairman and the president and
CEO of Fikes Truck Line, Hope, Arkansas.
The agenda includes two songs by Lindsay
Lawler, the spokesperson for TCA’s Highway Angel program and a country singer
known for patriotic, pro-trucking lyrics. And
throughout the day, participants will be able
to identify core volunteers, numbering about
300, thanks to vests donated by the Commercial Vehicle Training Association, a TCA
member based in Springfield, Virginia.
Next year will be Arlington National
Cemetery’s 150th anniversary. To help honor all who rest there with a wreath, please
make a donation at www.TruckloadOfRespect.com.

LUFTHANSA CARGO
INTRODUCES BOEING 777
FREIGHTERS
Carrying 70 tons of freight, Lufthansa
Cargo’s first of five Boeing 777 freighters
on order took off last month from Frankfurt
on its maiden transatlantic flight to
JFK International
Airport New York
and, subsequently,
to Atlanta and Chicago.
Some 1,600 German spectators cheered
and clapped in what eventually became a
Volksfest event.
Inaugurating the launch of the freighter,
anointed “Good Day USA”, Lufthansa chief
executive Christoph Franz said: “The B777
freighter is ideally suited for longer routes,
larger cargo volume and lower pollution.”
Karl-Ulrich Garnadt, Lufthansa Cargo’s
chief executive, said that he would like to
make Lufthansa Cargo more efficient and
more market-oriented.
“The time has come when the market will
show who is the winner and who is the loser,” he said, referring to the large number of
aircraft ordered by Gulf carriers at the recent
Dubai Air Show. Garnadt pointed out that
the 103 ton capacity aircraft was equipped
with two instead of four engines. “This will
also save us costs in terms of maintenance
and lower fuel consumption.”

IATA’S CARGO
EXPECTATIONS SOUR
Cargo revenues at same level as 2007
Air Cargo revenues are expected to be
US$60bn this year and in 2014 – unchanged

from 2007 levels, reveals IATA’s Global
Economic Outlook. The revenues have
been made worse by the belly capacity arriving from the improving passenger business,
which is adding to the downward pressure
on cargo yields, the report says.
Airlines expect to carry 51.6 million ton
of cargo in 2013, increasing to 52.5 million
tonnes in 2014. This modest increase in demand is expected to be offset by a decline
in yields (-2.1 per cent in 2014). The association also expects the global commercial
airline industry to generate a net profit of
$12.9bn this year and $19.7bn, or 2.6 per
cent of revenues in 2014.
This represents an upward revision of
$1.2bn this year and $3.3bn in 2014, which
reflects the impact of lower jet fuel prices
over the forecast period and the improvements to industry structure and efficiency
already visible in quarterly results this year.
“We must temper our optimism with an appropriate dose of caution. It’s a tough environment in which to run an airline. Competition is intense and yields are deteriorating,”
states Tony Tyler, director general and chief
executive of IATA.
“Cargo volumes haven’t grown since
2010 and cargo revenues are back at 2007
levels.

FEDEX SCRAPS FLIGHT
PAPER DOCUMENTS AND
GIVES PILOTS IPADS
GIANT US parcels company FedEx is
scrapping 32 tons of paper whilst equipping its pilot workforce with 4,300 iPads.
The company has launched what it describes
as ‘an environmentally-friendly initiative’
aimed at reducing its carbon footprint.
Removing this amount of paper from its
entire aircraft fleet is the annual equivalent
of removing from the road 780 cars that
drive 12,000 miles per year on 20 miles per
gallon, it says.
The iPads will replace paper navigation
charts and other flight-operations documents
so that all its pilots can, instead, access all
necessary information onscreen. The tablets
will supplement the existing onboard computer.

PROPOSE CARGO RUNWAY
FOR HONG KONG
AAPA supports third runway at Hong
Kong Airport Posted on December 12, 2013
by Adina Solomon The Association of Asia
See Cargo News page 7
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Pacific Airlines reiterated its support for
the construction of a third runway at Hong
Kong International Airport to meet future
air cargo demand.
“Aviation has indisputably played a crucial role in Hong Kong’s successful development as a major tourism destination and a
leading international center for business and
professional services, trading and transport
logistics,” Andrew Herdman, AAPA director general, said. “As living standards in
the Asia Pacific region continue to rise, it
is very clear that demand for air travel will
continue to grow. Hong Kong needs a third
runway in order to remain competitive as a
major aviation hub, and take advantage of
such future growth opportunities.
Air transport exists to serve the local
community, and fully recognizes the need to
take into account environmental and social
considerations when building the required
new infrastructure. These are important
concerns that need to be addressed and resolved.

DHL BREAKS GROUND ON
NEW O’HARE FACILITY
DHL’s new O’Hare facility will be its
largest in the U.S.
DHL Global Forwarding celebrated the
groundbreaking of its new facility at Chicago O’Hare International Airport, the company’s largest building in the U.S. The new
US$35 million facility includes 53,000 sq.
feet of office space and 423,030 sq. feet of
warehousing to accommodate more than
500 employees.
The location will be a bonded Container
Freight Station, designated by carriers to receive cargo to be loaded into containers. It
will also be a Foreign Trade Zone, a secure
area under the supervision of U.S. Customs
and Border Protection that is considered
outside the Customs territory of the U.S. for
the purpose of duty payment. “This financial commitment represents our long-term
strategy to expand our business in the greater Chicago area and Midwest,” Rob Betzer,
vice president, U.S. Central region for DHL
Global Forwarding, said. “As a part of a network of U.S. airfreight gateways, this new
facility will offer our customers more costefficient alternatives to shipping their cargo
given our location on the airport’s premises in the third largest city in the U.S., that
serves as a crossroads for trade and boasts

the largest intermodal-container capacity in
the Western Hemisphere.”
Expected to be Technology Asset Protection Association certified, the location will
be internationally recognized as a leader in
the fight against cargo theft. DHL Global
Forwarding will also establish the facility as
a Life Science Cold Chain Certified Competency Center for shipping of pharmaceutical, biotech and medical devices that need to
be in a temperature-controlled environment.

CAUTIOUS VIEW OF AIR
FREIGHT VOLUMES IN
2015
Airline heads of cargo, responding to
an annual International Air Transport Association survey, feel upbeat about likely
airfreight volumes over the next year but are
much more cautious in regard to yields.
Their concerns are well-founded, according to IATA chief economist Brian Pearce.
Addressing the cargo media in Geneva, he
said global freighter numbers began to reduce as far back as 2005 and had flat-lined
since 2011. This was necessary capacity adjustment in the first instance, but the rapid
expansion of wide-body passenger fleet
“has added a lot of capacity which has been
chasing quite limited demand, with obvious
consequences on price.”
Pearce said freighter load factors had suffered despite the retirement of older equipment. “The encouraging part of the story is
we have seen that begin to see load factor
stabilize at around 45 percent.” Karl Ulrich
Garnadt, CEO and chairman of Lufthansa
Cargo, said his own company’s freighter
load factor was 73 percent in November.
“There’s a huge difference across the market.
” Ingo-Alexander Rahn, head of global
airfreight at DHL Global Forwarding, said.
“The air cargo industry needs to stay competitive in terms of service, speed and cost,
and thus has to concentrate on further standardization and simplification of the processes. The main area of focus has to be
documentation as the physical process of
pure transportation only can be improved
marginally
“In the eyes of the customer, airfreight
is about 10 times more expensive than
ocean-freight,” he said. “When contracting
air freight, the customer expects speed, visibility and security. As an industry, we need
to do much better to provide shipment visibility from door to door.”

IAG CARGO ANNOUNCES
NEXT-GENERATION
AIRCRAFT ROUTES FOR
2014C
IAG Cargo has unveiled new routes for
its next-generation aircraft; the B787 and
A380. The aircraft, which are being delivSee Cargo News page 8

151-20 Baisley Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11434

Introducing

Garden Inn & Suites
J.F.K. International Airport
We are conveniently located on the entry way to
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
Our rooms and suites oﬀer the services equivalent to suit a
versatile background of travelers. We accommodate distressed
passengers from JFK and LGA, Airline Crew, Business
Travelers, and Tourists.

Additionally, your guests will enjoy:
• Plasma Screens
• 24 Hour Gift Shop
• ADA Accessible Rooms
• Free wireless access throughout the hotel
• 24 Hour Fitness Room
• Pet Friendly (*restrictions may apply)
• 24 Hour Business services
• Ice & Beverage Vending Machines (located on every floor)
• Complimentary wake-up call service
• 100% Non-Smoking Free Facility
• Complimentary shuttle to and from JFK Airport
• Outdoor Garden with Gazebo
• Lobby Lounge with a piano

In appreciation of you referring our hotel we oﬀer the
Special Rate of $79.00 per room
for AIRPORT STAFF ONLY (must present airport ID)
Including complimentary
Deluxe Continental Breakfast Buﬀet for TWO
We accept Airline vouchers for hotel rooms,
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Call us today for your reservation needs.

(718) 581-5380
http://gardeninnjfk.com
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ered to British Airways, will be deployed across a number
of key routes in the IAG Cargo network throughout 2014,
offering increased cargo capacity for customers as well as
specialist features for the safe transportation of temperaturesensitive goods.
The B787 will
launch from four locations on IAG Cargo’s global network,
with the first flight
leaving
Hyderabad
on 30th March. After
this initial route, the
aircraft will service
Chengdu starting on
5th May, followed by
flights leaving Philadelphia from 5th June and Calgary from 5th July. In addition, the A380 will begin its service to Washington from 1st
September 2014 and is set to start services to Johannesburg
in February 2014.
Steve Gunning, Managing Director at IAG Cargo commented: “Today’s announcement highlights IAG Cargo’s
long-term commitment to investing in the future of our fleet
and cargo business. Our new capabilities, combined with
our extensive global network, firmly positions IAG Cargo
as a cargo business of the future. For our customers, this
will mean even greater reliability for cargo capacity when
transporting goods, as well as ensuring the efficient delivery
of highly specialized shipments across the globe.”
Both aircraft are well-suited to the transport of highly
sensitive goods; such as pharmaceuticals and perishables.

The B787, equipped with specified air conditioning capabilities in the hold, will prove beneficial to customers in
the pharmaceutical manufacturing hubs of Hyderabad and
Chengdu; ensuring stable conditions to export temperature
sensitive goods from these regions. In addition, particularly
with high volumes of electronics leaving Chengdu, the B787
aircraft also offers increased cargo capacity for shippers.
The A380 similarly offers a specialized service on-board
flights; being enabled with air conditioning in the forward
hold and heating and ventilation in the rear hold. The modernization of IAG Cargo’s fleet will enable a set and maintained hold temperature to within 1°C accuracy, further ensuring the safe delivery of some of the world’s most precious
and sensitive cargo.

HAMAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
COMMENCES OPERATIONS WITH
FIRST CARGO SHIPMENT
On 1 December 2013 at 22:00, the first Qatar Airways
Cargo shipment was received at the new Hamad International Airport. The shipment for Qatar Petroleum was transferred from Europe to Doha.
The new cargo terminal, which is one of the largest in the
world, has the capacity to move 5,700 shipments simultaneously and to handle 1.4 million tons of cargo per annum by
2015, representing a 75% increase from the current airport.
“Today marks a historic moment not just for Hamad International Airport but also for Qatar Airways Cargo,” said the
Qatar Airways spokesperson. “The cargo terminal complex
at HIA will play a significant role in expanding our global
cargo business and propels Doha as the preferred cargo hub
in the region, as a result of its sophisticated cargo infrastruc-

2 SERVICE LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU BETTER!
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Lube, Oil & Filter
Change Special
Plus Tire Rotation
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*plus tax
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Drain & replace with up to 5 qts.
of engine oil, install genuine
Motocraft oil filter

*Excludes synthetic oil & Diesel vehicles. Coupons may not be combined with other offers, coupons or discounts Must
present coupon at time of write up. Not valid with any other offer or special. Some vehicles slightly higher. Valid only
at Valley Stream or Ford Lincoln of Queens. Call for an appointment. Expires /1.
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ture and capacity.”
Qatar Airways added: “As one of the fastest growing
economies in the world, Qatar is in a solid position to become a major international gateway. A modern, state-of-theart infrastructure cargo is key to achieving this objective.”
The new cargo terminal is built over 77,000 square metres across two levels.
It comprises a separate aircraft parking apron with 11
wide-body aircraft stands, as well as 42 loading docks, a
live animal centre, a dangerous goods area and a perishable
storage area, making it conducive to handle large and varied
cargo shipments.

FINNAIR RECEIVES CARGO 2000
CERTIFICATION
Finnair Cargo has achieved Cargo 2000 Quality Management certification, becoming a full phase one member of the
Cargo 2000 program in late November.
The certificate requires the completion of five standardized stages that guides the
dispatch and delivery of
freight, actively notifying
customers throughout the
process with milestone
measurement.
Finnair
Cargo’s managing director, Juha Jävinen says,
“We are happy to be part of this industry initiative that promotes harmonized processes and standards for airlines and
forwarders, with the objective of producing quality improvements on a continuous basis”.
See Cargo News page 9

ROYAL Waste Services, Inc.
Home of the Green Team
• RAMP CLEAN UP
• CUSTOM CARGO CONTAINERS
• METAL RECYCLING WITH REBATE*
• SHRINK WRAP
• FILE REMOVAL & DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION
• SPRING CLEAN UPS
Joe Morra, General Manager
JoeM@royalwaste.com

718-526-2623

GET YOUR OWNER'S ADVANTAGE CARD...

KEEPING AIRPORTS CLEAN AND SAFE IS ALL OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Come in for details.

•

THEN GET THE 5TH OIL CHANGE FREE.

• COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • RESIDENTIAL • DEMOLITION
•

•

WE RECYCLE

676 West Merrick Rd
Valley Stream
1-888-526-5203

92-02 172nd St
Jamaica
1-718-657-5222

*DEPENDING ON VOLUME
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Once received, the shipment is logged
online and a Shipment Acceptance is sent
out, followed by a confirmation that the
shipment left. The shipment is then tracked
by a Flown as Planned Indicator that informs the user of the status of the process.
A confirmation of arrival is sent from the
destination’s handling agent and after that, a
confirmation of when the consignee can collect the shipment.
The company has confirmed they will
be looking to further develop in order to
achieve phase two of the program. Cargo
2000 is a non-profit members association
sponsored by the International Air Transport Association and aiming to standardize
airfreight movement. It has three phases,
with one focused on airport-to-airport arrival, phase two on door-to-door arrival and
a third, which gives the sender greater control with smart scanning and a cycle control
framework.

FRAPORT DEFENDS
FRANKFURT AIRPORT
EXPANSION
Fraport has defended its plans for a new
EUR€2.4 billion Frankfurt terminal to handle rising passenger numbers and fend off
competition from Middle East hubs after
the local government called for a review of
the proposal. Airport expansion is a hotly
debated topic in Europe, with economic arguments coming up against those of voters
objecting to noise and pollution.
In the official agreement published this
week, the new coalition in the state of
Hesse, where Europe’s third-largest airport
is situated, said it would examine whether
there would be sufficient demand for a new
terminal.
A third Frankfurt terminal, expected
to cost about USD$3.3 billion, would be
needed from about 2020/21, Fraport chief
executive Stefan Schulte said. He added;
“We don’t just build for the sake of it. We
have already checked the potential demand
and possible alternatives,” Fraport’s Schulte
said, adding that expansion would be gradual to ensure capacity is added only when it
is needed.

SHANNON AIRPORT
WELCOMES 747-8
FREIGHTER
Shannon Airport welcomed the maiden
flight to Ireland of one the world’s largest
commercial air freighters as a Cathay Pacific Boeing 747-8Freighter (B747-8F) landed
from Sydney, Australia - via Hong Kong and
Dubai.
The B747-8F is a world cargo market
leader, with its unmatched capacity and capability, as well as enhanced environmental
performance. The aircraft includes a highlift, low-drag wing that enhances payload

and range performance, a simplified flap
system to reduce noise and maintenance
costs, and what is described as the most
advanced commercial aircraft engine available, the GEnx-2B.
Neil Pakey, CEO of Shannon Group plc
said, “Being the first Irish airport to receive
the very impressive B747-8Fis another significant moment for Shannon Airport. This
aircraft is in keeping with the rapid pace of
evolution in the aviation industry as it offers
greater capacity, capability as well as environmental sustainability.

FEDEX RELIES ON
INTERNET RETAILING BUT
AIR EXPRESS VOLUMES
WEAK
FedEx saw profit increases across its
business over the third quarter as margins
hardened. Yet underlying demand was mediocre for the core Express division.
For the whole company revenue edged
up by 3% year-on-year whilst profits leapt,
with operating income up 15% and net income up 14% driven by a hardening of margins from 6.5% in the same period last year
to 7.3% this year.
The core FedEx Express business saw
volumes and revenues fall marginally yet
higher rates and lower costs pushed up profits. Operating income for the quarter recovered 42% over last year’s depressed results,
something which was driven both by hardening margins but also lower costs including
lower pension costs.
In contrast FedEx Ground saw revenue
increase by 10% year-on-year but profits increased only by 3% as volumes increased but
margins fell from 15.9% to 14.9%. However
FedEx said that the fall in profitability was
in part seasonal, with the benefit of ‘Cyber
Monday’ – when internet shopping volumes
peak- to be felt in the next quarter.
Even the prospects of FedEx Freight improved with 4% higher volumes driving-up
revenue by 4% although operating income
increased by 1% due to a weakening of margins from 5.5% last year to 5.4% this year.
In part the fall in margins was caused by
higher purchased transport costs.
These results owe part of their strength to
the success of FedEx’s cost control activities, with areas such as lower expenditure on
fuel helped by more efficient aircraft as well
as lower staff costs.
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Aviation News
US
GOVERNMENT
HITS AVIATION
WITH NEW FEES
The insatiable demand
by the US lawmakers for
more revenue is again going to hit airline travelers.
Aviation could be among
the losers from a new budget deal agreed following
negotiations in the United States congress. The deal would
end the fear of a government shutdown; which US taxpayers
want to avoid even if it means increase in their taxes.
The proposed deal reduces the federal deficit by $23
billion and restores about $63 billion in automatic spending cuts from programs ranging from parks to the Defense
Department. Spending increases would be offset by a variety of increased fees and other provisions elsewhere in the
budget totaling about $85 billion over a decade. American
government debts presently stand at roughly $17 trillion and
growing.
Buried in the detail of the budget was an increase in the
federal airport security fee that would add $5 to the cost of
a typical round-trip flight. Sen. Roger Wicker (R-Miss.) said
that a proposal to double the tax that is paid by airline passengers for airport security as part of a potential budget deal
was part of a “collection of cats and dogs” being used to
avoid tough fiscal choices.
Lawmakers who opposed the tax say that proponents appear to be ignoring the elephant in the room. The budget plan

does nothing to address three of the big drivers of American
deficit spending - the Medicare government health insurance
program, the Medicaid aid program, and the Social Security
government pension system.

“This is unacceptable,” said Doug Carr, NBAA vice
president for safety, security & regulation, who participated
in the webinar. “The FAA is preparing to roll out a major
new requirement on pilots without providing a data-driven
justification for the policy, explaining its costs and benefits,
or giving any means for the pilots who would be affected
to give the agency feedback on it. For many of the pilots at
NBAA Companies, flying an airplane is how they make a
living, so we take very seriously the FAA’s seeming lack of
concern, and lack of transparency, on this matter.”
The FAA’s OSA-screening mandate, first announced by
Tilton last month, would require pilots with a body mass
index (BMI) of 40 or greater to undergo screening for the
condition.
Shortly after Tilton’s announcement, it was revealed that
the agency would require pilots to bear the significant costs
of getting tested for OSA (as much as $5,000, according to
some sources), and obtaining the requisite equipment to treat
the condition, if necessary. The FAA has suggested that this
policy would eventually apply to additional pilots, regardless of the class of medical certificate or the operation in
which the pilot flies.
Following the webinar, Carr noted that, while the FAA
may dispute the need for industry consultation on its new
policy, some members of Congress clearly do not agree with
the agency’s assertion, and have responded with legislative
action.
A bipartisan bill (H.R.3578) introduced last month by
House aviation subcommittee chairman Frank LoBiondo
(R-2-NJ) would compel the FAA to follow established rulemaking processes, including a means for industry stakeSee Aviation News page 11

FAA MANDATES
APNEA TESTING
Says Only
Congressional
Action Will Stop
Implementation
During a Dec. 12 webinar presentation to discuss
the agency’s controversial new OSA-screening
proposal with industry
stakeholders, Federal Air
Surgeon Dr. Frederick Tilton appeared determined to push
ahead with the requirements. Tilton’s insistence on moving
ahead with the plan was clear, despite the concern expressed
by industry stakeholders about the need for more transparency, including the provision of a means for industry input,
regarding the new mandate. “If Congress passes a law [forcing industry consultation], we’ll be compliant with it,” Tilton said during the webinar. “Until they do so, we will move
forward with this.”
AOPA reports that Tilton said requiring testing for sleep
apnea is a “process change” and does not require the normal
rulemaking procedures, so it would not be followed. He said
AMEs would be given guidance by the FAA, and the policy
would go into effect in January.

Pan
American
Training
Institute*
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Cargo Training

• IATA Certiﬁed Dangerous Goods Initial, Recurrent and Awareness
• TSA & IAC Known Shipper Program
• Ground Security
• Weight and Balance
• Loadmaster
• Palletization
• Basic Cargo Training
• Advanced Cargo Training

Call Us At

718-244-6789
www.PATIJFK.com
P.O. Box 300929, JFK Station, Jamaica, NY 11430-0929
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Bill Puckhaber, Training Director
*Pan American Training Instituteis not afﬁliated Pan American World Airways, Inc.
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holders to provide input, before moving forward with its
OSA-screening requirements. At the time today’s webinar
was held, the measure was awaiting consideration by the full
House of Representatives.
“We will continue our efforts to aggressively support
H.R.3578, because it will ensure the agency’s plans are vetted through the rulemaking process, which includes public
comment and a cost-benefit analysis,” Carr said.
NBAA has repeatedly questioned the FAA’s implementation plan for its new OSA requirement.
AOPA reported that Tilton admitted during the webinar
that there have been no fatal FAA accidents that could be
attributed to sleep apnea, but it is none the less “a serious
problem in other modes of transportation and the agency
believes many pilots may be flying with undiagnosed sleep
disorders.”

LOGISTICS FIRMS REQUIRE GLOBAL
STANDARDS
Frustration is mounting among freight forwarders and
shippers over the lack of uniform security regulations and
standards governing international air freight.
Led by the US administration, a growing number of
countries are introducing rules that require advance submission of shipment data prior to the cargo’s arrival in their jurisdiction. While this marks a welcome step from a focus on
universal screening towards a more risk-based approach, the
absence of coherent rules and standards is sowing confusion
and apprehension among shippers and forwarders.
According to Johan Ruthstrom, global proposition development manager, eCargo, at air freight IT provider Champ
Cargosystems, the uncoordinated rise of national requirements for advance manifest information effectively has
produced “virtual non-tariff barriers to international trade.
Non-compliance leads to freight being blocked or delayed
with subsequent additional supply chain costs for storage,
insurance and processing, ” he said.
As Ruthstrom pointed out, the European Union, Switzerland and Norway have established common rules for advance electronic import and export information, but there
are variations in messaging standards.
Doug Brittin, secretary general of The International Air
Cargo Association (TIACA), calls for global standards in
lieu of national rules hammered out with scant or no regard
to the outside world.
“Anything that’s done on the regulatory side should be
done with global standards rather than unilaterally,” he
stressed.
The World Customs Organization has been a forum for

the industry to try to align national regimes. “We are working with the World Customs Organization as well as the
other regulatory parties,” confirmed Brittin.
This has provided some cohesion, but not enough, according to Ruthstrom.

NEXTGEN TOOL HELPS AIRCRAFT
STAY THE COURSE
A NextGen air traffic control alerting tool is helping to
reduce the effects of go-arounds at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport:
• There are 23 percent fewer go-arounds
• Total excess time flown due to a go-around is 19 percent
lower
• The time between go-around events has increased from
12.3 days to 21.3 days
• And provides controllers with tools to manage aircraft
in a mixed environment of varying navigation equipment
and wake performance capabilities.
The careful choreography that air traffic controllers apply
to simultaneously keep 5,000 aircraft flying safely in U.S.
skies is amazing to behold. Now, NextGen technology is
giving controllers one more shot in the arm to make it all run
more smoothly: a new software tool called Automated Terminal Proximity Alert. As a passenger, all you need to know
is that it’s cutting miles off your route. Does getting to the
airport a few minutes sooner sound like a good idea to you?
Everyone knows the drill. Checking your watch and
looking out the window, you know you’ll be landing soon.
Then you realize the plane is turning away and circling back
around. The safety maneuver, used to create more space between planes, carries costs in time, fuel and stress.
Now, NextGen is helping to reduce these go-arounds.
During its first year of use, the number of go-arounds declined by 23 percent for flights headed to Minneapolis-St.
Paul International Airport. Automated Terminal Proximity

JFK COMPUTER SYSTEM SPECIALIST
for your business or home.
Looking for an IT specialist near JFK for your business or home? Call Igor, an IT consultant with 16 years of IT management experience in the airline industry. Igor and his
team have expertise in most areas of IT management, including:
Computer/ server/printer/hardware. Windows OS/Software installation and repair.
Data migration and recovery. Password recovery.
Virus and malware removal
Server and network installation
Cisco & SonicWall: Firewall/Router/Switch/Call manager conﬁguration and support
Email Exchange and Citrix XenApp installation and maintenance

Phone: 917-922-8729 Email: JFKComps@gmail.com

Alert (ATPA), decreased the excess flight time due to a goaround by 19 percent. And, by using this tool, the average
number of days between go-arounds issued to provide the
minimum required space between aircraft on their final approach to the airport has increased from 12.3 days to 21.3
days.
“This makes us safer and more efficient,” said Glen
Hansmann, operations manager at the Minneapolis Terminal
Radar Approach Control (TRACON) facility, which directs
aircraft in the airspace surrounding the airport. “Controllers
have better awareness of gaps. They can adjust plane speed
or give the plane a short ‘S’ turn instead of taking them all
the way out.”
First implemented at Minneapolis in May 2011 and now
deployed at TRACONs around the country, this tool adds
visual information to screens controllers already use. It is
optional, but controllers find it so useful that nearly all of
them use it, Hansmann said.
Triangles displayed between aircraft on the controllers’ radar screens show the minimum required separation
distance for planes lining up to land, which is 3 - 10 miles
depending on the aircraft type. An additional line shows a
continuous mileage-readout between aircraft, accurate to
100th of a mile. If ATPA projects that the trailing aircraft
may come too close, the mileage-readout display changes
color to alert the controller. This gives the controller time to
adjust the aircraft’s speed without having to send them back
around.

AIRLINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION RAPS
NORWEIGIAN AIR’S ATTEMPT TO
EVADE NATIONAL LAWS
The Air Line Pilots Association, Int’l (ALPA) today
called for the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
to immediately reject Norwegian Air International’s (NAI)
foreign air carrier permit application because the company
appears to be attempting to evade its national laws and regulations to compete unfairly against U.S. airlines and their
employees. The call came in an answer that ALPA filed in
response to NAI’s application.
“Norwegian Air International was clearly designed to attempt to dodge laws and regulations, starting a race to the
bottom on labor and working conditions,” said Capt. Lee
Moak, ALPA’s president. “If successful, the company would
gain a serious and unfair economic advantage over U.S.
airlines in the competition for the business of international
passengers flying to and from the United States. This exploitation of the laws intended to prevent labor law shopping
See Aviation News page 12
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cannot be allowed to stand.”
While Norwegian citizens control NAI, which is a subsidiary of Norwegian Air Shuttle (NAS), the company uses
aircraft registered in Ireland and has applied for an air operator certificate from that country. It appears that its flight
crews will work under individual employment contracts that
are governed by Singapore law and that have wages and
working conditions substantially inferior to those of NAS’s
Norway-based pilots.
“If NAS is permitted to pick and choose the countries in
which it establishes its subsidiaries and employs its flight
crews, U.S. carriers will be put at a severe competitive disadvantage because the United States has one set of laws and
regulations for all of its airlines,” said Capt. Moak. “The
U.S.-EU air services agreement was never intended to allow
this type of scheme, which games the system for competitive
economic advantages.”
ALPA maintains that the NAI scheme raises the specter
of the “flag of convenience” business practice that undermined the U.S. maritime industry by allowing a vessel to be
registered in a country different from its ownership and apply the country of registry’s laws to its operations. The practice precipitated the decline of the industry and the loss of
tens of thousands of U.S. maritime jobs as companies flew

the flag of countries with the weakest
labor and tax laws and regulations.

KOREAN AIR AND
BOEING BEGIN WORK
ON TRAINING FACILITY
Korean Air and Boeing, along with
Inchon City, have started construction
of a state-of-the-art aviation training
center at Incheon’s Free Economic
Zone. The training center will house
12 full flight simulators and train 3,500
pilots per year supporting Korean Air’s
flight training programs.
Korean Air and Boeing plan to invest about $140 million in this project.
Participating in the groundbreaking were Yang Ho Cho, chairman and
chief executive of Korean Air; Young Gil Song, Incheon
City mayor; Sherry Cabary, vice president, Boeing; Chang
Soo Jung, president and chief executive of Incheon International Airport, and many others.
The aviation training center is expected to open in 2015
and will be the largest in Korea with a total ground area of

COURTESY OF BOEING

8,659m2 (three stories above ground and one basement level) and will be jointly operated by Korean Air and Boeing.
“Korean Air will be able to train more world class pilots
by providing cutting edge training systems in this aviation
center,” said chairman Cho. “As a core facility, this facility
also will help Young Jong Island in becoming an important
venue in the aviation industry.”

Airline News
(1,500 mile) perimeter.

SOUTHWEST AND VIRGIN AMERICA
TAKE NEW YORK LAGUARDIA SLOT
PAIRS
The US Federal Aviation Administration has approved a
deal for American Airlines to transfer 17 slot pairs at New
York LaGuardia airport to Southwest Airlines and Virgin
America. Southwest would keep five pairs that it already
leases from American and receive six additional pairs for
new service at New York’s close-in airport, while Virgin
America would receive six pairs in order to begin service
to LaGuardia.
The slot divestiture is part of a deal that American reached
with the US Department of Justice (DOJ) on 12 November
in exchange for antitrust approval of its merger with US Airways. The carriers are also required to divest 52 slot pairs at
Ronald Reagan Washington National airport, and two gates
and related facilities at Boston Logan, Chicago O’Hare, Dallas Love Field, Los Angeles International and Miami International airports, under the terms of the settlement.
The FAA says that the transfers are “in the public interest
and would not adversely affect safety”, in a decision issued

Southwest flooded with resumes for 750 attendant
jobs

on 2 December and made available today. The filing also
says that the Justice department has approved “the acquirers”.
The acquisition of LaGuardia slots has raised questions
about where the airline might fly. Its main bases are currently Los Angeles International and San Francisco International airports, both of which are beyond LaGuardia’s 2,414km

Southwest Airlines, which last hired flight attendants
from outside the company in 2011, received applications
at a rate of 80 a minute, amassing 10,000 resumes for 750
openings.
“It was the first time we did that in a while, and of course
anytime we do it, it’s like opening up the floodgates,” Chief
Executive Officer Gary Kelly told employees in a weekly recorded message. “We knew it would be the same this time.”
Employment at U.S. passenger airlines is showing signs
of stabilizing, according to the Transportation Department’s
Bureau of Transportation Statistics. The industry’s workforce shrank by 0.8 percent to 381,178 in October, the last
month for which data were available. That’s the smallest decline in 13 months.
The deluge of applications in two hours and five minutes at Dallas-based Southwest also underscores the demand
for work even as U.S. economic growth gathers pace. The
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See Airline News page 13
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U.S. jobless rate fell to a five-year low of
7 percent in November, while the economy
expanded at a 4.1 percent pace in the third
quarter, government data show.

AIRLINES SEEK NEW
RULES ON UNRULY
PASSENGERS
Fighting soccer fans, fashion models
screaming obscenities and a French film star
relieving himself in the gangway are just a
few examples of what airlines say is a growing trend of abusive passengers on planes.
Briefing journalists this week, the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
said it aims to use a conference in Montreal
next March to seek agreement on the rights
of captains and crew to do whatever is necessary to subdue offenders.
“Unruly passenger behavior... is on the
increase,” Tim Colehan of IATA told reporters.” It is a problem which our crews and
other travelers face every day.”
He cited as typical a woman passenger
who fought cabin crew after throwing liquor
at them, and then shouted abuse at stewards
and fellow passengers throughout an overnight flight from Europe to Thailand. Since
2007, when it began recording data, well
over 15,000 incidents have been reported to
IATA, Colehan said. “But there are almost
certainly many more which we never hear
about.”
The problem for the airlines and the
crews, said Colehan, is that international
law has not caught up with the new world of
global air travel.
Often offenders, like the violent woman
passenger on the Bangkok flight, go free because police in countries where planes land
say they have no jurisdiction.

to Beijing in April, which will be its first
new addition in nine months. This hiatus is
allowing Hawaiian to consolidate the changes it has already made and plan for its next
phase of growth.
CEO Mark Dunkerley said that “Hawaiian’s era of transformation really began in
2005, when it exited bankruptcy protection.
That is when “we set about plotting what we
thought made sense for our company for the

next 10-15 years.”
At that point, Hawaiian had two basic elements to its operation. Flying between the
islands of Hawaii accounted for about 30%
of its business, and almost all the remainder
was service from Hawaii to the U.S. West
Coast.
The inter-island market is quite different from any other in the U.S. airline industry, Dunkerley notes. In addition to the

usual leisure and business traffic, residents
take flights for routine trips that would use
ground transportation elsewhere. Healthcare providers fly patients for treatment, and
high school athletics associations must also
transport teams to neighbor islands for some
sports meets.
But this market is not growing, as the
population of Hawaii is fairly stable. HawaiSee Airline News page 14

Take Your Career to the Next Level:
Vaughn Master’s Degree in Airport Management
With a master of science degree in airport management
from Vaughn College, you’ll gain the skills you need to
succeed in today’s airport industry.
One of the only programs of its kind in the Northeast,
Vaughn’s master’s program was created for the airport
management industry–by the airport industry–to give you:
» The solid, diverse curriculum today’s industry
demands, including courses in economics, human
resource management, airport planning and
operations, security, safety–and more.
» A schedule that works with your schedule. With
night and weekend classes, part-time and full-time
options and personal attention from accomplished,
experienced faculty, at Vaughn you can earn your
degree–while you live your life.
» Solid industry connections,
because what you gain outside
the classroom environment is
equally as important as what
you learn within it.

Lack of clarity
Worse, IATA says, the lack of clarity in
the current 1963 Tokyo Convention that
governs such cases leaves cabin crew and
pilots uncertain on how to respond.
“There is always the fear that they could
be sued for assault if they restrain a violent
passenger,” Colehan said.
Other incidents in the skies this year include a violent attack on a stewardess in
China, an American viewing pornography
on his computer, and a South African couple
having First Class sex, according to credible
media reports.

HAWAIIN AIRLINES LOOKS
TO EXPAND TO CHINA
ROUTES
Hawaiian Airlines has been very busy
shoring up their island and domestic routes,
and now they are ready to make a dramatic
international move.
Now, the airline is taking a breather from
its rapid expansion. It plans to launch flights

Visit www.vaughn.edu.

By this time next year, you could be ready to
take on the airport’s toughest challenges.
Start now: visit www.vaughn.edu or call
866.6VAUGHN to speak with a graduate advisor.

86-01 23rd Avenue, Flushing, NY 11369
1-866-6VAUGHN s www.vaughn.edu
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The initiative is to mark both the recent agreement between Ryanair and the airport for a new deal that will see the
airline commence eight new routes –Berlin, Paris, Fuerteventura, Warsaw, Faro, Munich, Nice and Krakow – from
the end of next March as well as to celebrate the end of the
airport’s first year as an independent entity.

From Page 13

ian’s share of the inter-island market when it emerged from
bankruptcy was 64%, and the only thing that could have
changed that dramatically would be the exit of main rival
Aloha Airlines—which did eventually happen, although that
was “hardly a sensible strategic expectation at the time,”
says Dunkerley.

NORWEGIAN TO BRING DREAMLINER
TO BERGEN-NEW YORK ROUTE
The beautiful city of Bergen which is known as the “Gateway to the Fjords of Norway, is a new destination from New
York this coming summer. The flights are scheduled Norwegian will operate one weekly flight between New York
(JFK) and Bergen (BGO). Departure from JKF is Fridays
at 9.30 p.m. local time, arriving BGO at 10.35 a.m. the following day.
“New York-Bergen has been a long-awaited route and
I’m very happy to announce that for the first time in decades,
the US and Bergen will get its first direct connection said
Norwegian Chief Executive Bjorn Kjos. He added; “Norwegian’s routes between Scandinavia and New York have been
very well received, and I am looking forward to welcoming
even more Americans on board our brand new Dreamliners
on our non-stop service to Bergen.
Bergen, Norway’s second biggest city, is surrounded
by one of the world’s most spectacular tourist attractions the Norwegian Fjords, which have now been included on
UNESCO’s World Heritage List, and the fjords are among
the world’s most unspoiled tourist destination and Bergen is
a great starting point if you wish to explore the fjords.
Bergen is an international city packed with history and
tradition, a big city with small-town charm and atmosphere.

AMR CORPORATION AND US
AIRWAYS GROUP COME TOGETHER
TO BUILD THE NEW AMERICAN
AIRLINES
AMR Corporation and US Airways Group, Inc. have announced the completion of their merger to officially form
American Airlines Group Inc. and begin building the new
American Airlines.
The new American has an extensive global network with
nearly 6,700 daily flights to more than 330 destinations in
more than 50 countries and more than 100,000 employees
worldwide. The combined airline has the scale, breadth and
capabilities to compete more effectively and profitably in
the global marketplace. Customers will soon enjoy access
to more benefits and increased service across the combined
company’s larger worldwide network and through an enhanced oneworld®Alliance. US Airways will exit Star Al-

DOUG PARKER CEO AMERICAN AIRLINES
liance on March 30, 2014 and will immediately enter oneworld on March 31, 2014. With an expanded global network
and a strong financial foundation, American will deliver significant benefits to consumers, communities, employees and
stakeholders.
“Our people, our customers and the communities we
serve around the world have been anticipating the arrival
of the new American,” said Doug Parker, CEO of American
Airlines. “We are taking the best of both US Airways and
American Airlines to create a formidable competitor, better
positioned to deliver for all of our stakeholders. We look
forward to integrating our companies quickly and efficiently
so the significant benefits of the merger can be realized.”
American CEO: No immediate plan to divest Eagle
Doug Parker discussed a range of issues when he sat down
with the Star-Telegram last week as he prepared to take over
as chief executive of the new American Airlines following
its merger with US Airways. Here are some excerpts.
On American Eagle’s future: “We’re closing the transaction with Eagle as subsidiary of the airline and that’s what
they’re going to be. … Divesting is not something we have
even thought about looking at. I’m not saying we won’t one
day but we have much, much more to do than spend our time
worrying about whether or not we should spin that airline
out or not. We haven’t done a bit of work on that and I don’t
expect we will for some time. They are part of the airline.”

RYANAIR AND SHANNON AIRPORT
FLEW 3,000 CHILDREN TO SEE
SANTA FOR FREE
There is no doubting who the star of the Christmas show
still is as Shannon Airport and Ryanair have confirmed
that they were massively oversubscribed within hours of
the 4,500 FREE seats being made available yesterday for
flights to meet Santa Claus this weekend and next. Email and
phone-lines for bookings opened and within just three hours,
over 15,000 applications for seats were submitted.
There was still an opportunity for those who applied and
are still applying to be on one of the magical flights, which
will see Santa hop on board at 15,000ft to meet the excited
children, as a number of seats have been reserved for a draw
for those who have been unsuccessful so far. Shannon Airport CEO Neil Pakey said that while they expected strong
interest in the give-away, the number of applications submitted was beyond anything they could have imagined.
“We are still counting but we believe we had applications
for up to 15,000 seats within three hours of the emails and
phone-lines opening. That’s an incredible amount of applications in such a short time frame and it shows the magic of
Christmas and, indeed, of flying. This will put a smile on
many, many young faces, including special needs children
for whom we have a number of seats designated.
The airport had to close their phone-lines as they were
jammed within minutes of the offer going live but we are
keeping our email system open, however, for those who still
want to be in the hat for our draw.

CATHAY ORDERS 21 777-9XS
Cathay Pacific has placed an order for 21 Boeing 7779X aircraft, with deliveries to take place between 2021 and
2024.
The aircraft are worth HK$58 billion ($7.5 billion) at list
prices, says the Oneworld carrier in a statement.
“Cathay Pacific is committed to modernizing its fleet
to provide a superior experience to passengers while at the
same time delivering cost benefits to the airline and reducing
our impact on the environment,” says Cathay chief executive John Slosar.
“The 777-300ER has done a superb job for us – indeed,
Cathay Pacific is now the second largest operator of this type
– and we are delighted to be an early customer for this next
generation of the aircraft” and added; “the aircraft will be
used mainly on routes to North America and Europe, particularly routes with high volumes of both passengers and
cargo., and has another 12 on order. The carrier also has orders for 26 Airbus A350-1000s, and 22 A350-900s.”
Cathay adds that the 777-9X order brings its total order
book to 89 aircraft with a list price of HK$215 billion.

EVA AIR SAYS WOULD LOOK AT 777X
ORDER
EVA Air would be interested in placing an order for Boeing’s new 777X, the president of the Taiwanese airline said
on Friday.
“It won’t be available until 2020, so give us some time
and we would maybe look at it for 2023,” Austin Cheng told
Reuters news agency on the sidelines of a meeting of Star
Alliance members in Vienna. Boeing’s new version of the
777 is aimed at heading off competition from the largest version of Airbus’s A350 in the mini-jumbo market that drives
growth and connectivity between continents.

AIR CANADA, BOEING STRIKE JET
DEAL
Air Canada has chosen Boeing Co. planes over those
from Airbus SAS in a deal worth at least $6.5-billion that
will give the country’s biggest airline a more efficient fleet.
The airline signed a firm order for 61 Boeing 737 Max
planes, and options or purchase rights on 48 more aircraft,
taking the potential size of the order to 109 aircraft.
The planes have a list price of about $100-million apiece,
but airlines typically receive discounts of as much as 50 per
cent, and Airbus and Boeing have been battling fiercely to
See Airline News page 15
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win new orders in the most competitive and largest segment
of the commercial airline market.
Air Canada chief executive officer Calin Rovinescu said
in a statement that the aircraft deal is “a key element of our
ongoing cost-transformation program.”
Fuel is the airline’s single largest expense; it spent about
$2.7-billion (Canadian) on fuel in the first nine months of
the year, which represents representing 30 per cent of its operating costs. The Boeing jets should allow the airline to cut
costs per available seat mile by 10 per cent compared with
its existing narrow-bodied planes, he said.
The combination of the new Boeing 787s, that will begin arriving next year to replace the airline’s Boeing 767s,
the arrival of more Boeing 777 planes, and the addition of
Boeing 737s with new fuel-efficient engines will improve
the fuel efficiency of Air Canada’s fleet dramatically, one
industry source said.

The first “Spirit of Hong Kong” livery was unveiled in
1997; followed by a second edition in Air Canada’s new
Boeing 787-8s will feature three cabins with 251 seats, the
carrier revealed. The aircraft will be divided into international business class, premium economy and economy cabins in
a color scheme based on grey and neutral colors accented
with red and blue.
The new interior product will be featured on Air Canada’s
787-8s entering the fleet in 2014 and the larger 787-9s that
it will start to receive in 2015. Seating capacity for the latter
variant has not yet been revealed. The international business
class cabin on the 787-8 will feature 20 “executive pods”
with B/E Aerospace lie-flat seats in a 1-2-1 configuration.
The seats feature headrests with pneumatic cushions and a
massaging functions and will offer aisle access.
Each business class pod will include an 18in screen with
touch handsets for Panasonic Avionics’ in-flight entertainment system, as well as USB and universal power outlets.

AMERICAN DETAILS ORDER FOR 90
NEW REGIONAL JETS

CATHAY PACIFIC UNVEILED THE
THIRD EDITION OF ITS “SPIRIT OF
HONG KONG” LIVERY
The new livery features the silhouettes of 110 winners
selected from a competition, and was painted onto one of the
carrier’s Boeing 777-300ER aircraft, it says.

American Airlines announced plans to buy at least 90
new regional jets this morning (Dec. 12). American, which
closed on its merger with US Airways on Monday, will divide the order between Canadian jetmaker Bombardier and
Brazilian manufacturer Embraer.
American says it has ordered 30 Bombardier CRJ900 regional jets and placed options for 40 more. From Embraer,
AA has placed a firm order for 60 Embraer E175 jets with
options for 90 more.
The carrier plans to configure both aircraft types with
76 seats. Airlines typically are able to negotiate steep discounts with jetmakers, but -- at list prices -- the firm orders
would be valued at about $1.42 billion with Bombardier and
at about $2.5 billion with Embraer, according to The Wall
Street Journal.
American says the new jets “will provide much improved
economics for the airline as they will replace smaller, less
efficient 50-seat regional aircraft scheduled for retirement.”

CHINA AIRLINES, TIGERAIR TO
LAUNCH TAIWANESE LCC
China Airlines has announced plans to enter the low cost
market with through a joint venture with Singapore’s Tigerair, to be called Tigerair Taiwan.
The new carrier is likely to commence operations at the
end of 2014, says the Skyteam carrier. China Airlines will
control 90% of the low cost carrier, and Tigerair the balance.
“China Airlines’ knowledge of the Taiwan market as well as
Tigerair’s LCC DNA should stimulate demand in the civil
aviation market here, usher in a new era for the local aviation industry, and create Taiwan’s first LCC,” says chairman
Sun Huang-hsiang.
Preparations to launch the new carrier will be commence
shortly with the Taiwan’s Civil Aeronautics Administration
(CAA).
“The agreement will help us enter new markets in Taiwan, Japan and Korea,” says Tigerair chief executive Koay
Peng-Yen. “The combination of China Airlines’ familiarity
with these markets and our experience in the LCC industry
makes us even more confident of establishing a competitive
LCC that will continue to grow.”
China Airlines adds that the new carrier will “cover major
destinations in Northeast and Southeast Asia, Hong Kong,
Macau, China, and Taiwan.”

Security News
KANSAS AIRPORT BOMB PLOT
SUSPECT ARRESTED
Authorities said they foiled a suicide bombing plot to
blow up Mid-Continent Airport in Wichita, Kansas, arresting a man who proclaimed himself Muslim and had talked of
committing “violent jihad on behalf of al Qaeda.”
Terry Loewen, a 58-year-old aviation technician from
Wichita, was taken into custody early Friday morning as he
attempted to enter the airport tarmac with a vehicle loaded
with what authorities said he believed were explosives. He
planned to trigger the explosives and die in the explosion,
they said.
Loewen has been under investigation by the Wichita
Joint Terrorism Task Force since early summer and had been
working on the bomb plot with individuals he thought were
accomplices. But they were actually undercover FBI agents,
according to the criminal complaint filed in federal court in
Wichita.
Loewen thought one of the undercover agents was a
member of “AQAP,” a Yemen-based terrorist group that
has claimed responsibility for several terrorist acts against
the United States, according to the criminal complaint. That
agent helped Loewen with the construction of the device,
which officials said, unknown to Loewen, was not active.
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Names in the News
JETBLUE APPOINTS
ROBIN HAYES AS
PRESIDENT
JetBlue announced that Robin
Hayes, the airline’s Executive Vice
President, Chief Commercial Officer,
has been appointed to be a member of
the U.S. Travel and Tourism Advisory
Board (TTAB). Following the presidential announcement with a call for
ROBIN HAYES
a national travel and tourism strategy
today, U.S. Secretary of Commerce John Bryson conducted
a swearing in ceremony and met with the 32 newly appointed members of the U.S. Travel and Tourism Advisory Board
(TTAB).
“Robin’s contribution to JetBlue’s commercial development and growth is impressive. We believe his experience
and knowledge of the industry will prove to be most valuable to the Board,” said Dave Barger, president and CEO
of JetBlue. “The U.S. Travel and Tourism Advisory Board
will benefit greatly from his addition. We are proud to see
one of our most esteemed crewmembers appointed to this
important role.”
“This Board represents the eyes and ears of our nation’s
travel and tourism industry and I am committed to working
with each of the esteemed members to bring more visitors
to the United States,” Bryson said. “I appreciate the Board
members’ dedication to our economic recovery and look
forward to working with Robin to put ideas into action to
bolster job creation in this critical economic sector.”
Robin Hayes joined JetBlue in August 2008. As Executive Vice President and Chief Commercial Officer he has
led many important endeavors for JetBlue, including the
airline’s agreement with ViaSat to introduce satellite-based
Wi-Fi to its fleet; the growth of its network, most recently in
Boston and the Caribbean; and the order for JetBlue’s new
fleet type, the Airbus 321 and the Airbus 320neo. His work
growing and diversifying JetBlue’s customer base has been
key to the airline’s growth over the past years.

while running an on-time airline with great customer service.”
Hart previously served as United’s senior vice president
of technical operations. He earlier held the role of senior
vice president network. Hart joined the airline in 1997 and
held various leadership positions including vice president of
network strategy, staff vice president of domestic scheduling
and managing director of corporate development.

BRAD TILDEN

KEVIN BURKE

AIRPORTS COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL
HIRES KEVIN BURKE AS ITS NEW
PRESIDENT AND CEO
Burke, who will start Jan. 22, comes to ACI-NA from the
American Apparel and Footwear Association, where he had
been CEO for 13 years.
During his tenure there, he increased the organization’s
membership base and improved its financial position and its
standing on Capitol Hill, according to an ACI-NA news release. He has a 30-year background in public affairs, including leading government relations efforts for Food Distributors International, the American Bakers Association and the
National Association of Broadcasters. Burke was unavailable for an interview, but in the ACI-NA statement he expressed his excitement for the job.
“Airports are one of our most underappreciated infra-

NEW CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
FOR UNITED
United Continental announced that Greg Hart will be
named executive vice president and chief operations officer,
succeeding Pete McDonald, who is retiring after nearly 45
years with United.
In his new position,
Hart will be responsible for airport operations, cargo, technical
operations,
network
operations, flight operations, inflight service, safety and food
services.
“We will miss Pete,
and congratulate him
on his retirement,” said
Chairman, President
and CEO Jeff Smisek.
“His leadership and
tremendous knowledge
GREG HART
of our business have
been great assets to
United. Our team and our Board of Directors are confident
that Greg will successfully lead our operations groups as we
focus on improving our operational quality and efficiency

structure resources, and I’ve long respected ACI-NA’s work
as a vocal champion for its members,” he says. “It’s my hope
that, together with our many industry partners, we can bring
new focus to the critical role airports play in growing our
economy and ensure they have the resources they need for
continued success.”
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ALASKA AIR NAMES CEO TILDEN AS
CHAIRMAN REPLACING AYER
Alaskan Airline board of directors has elected Brad Tilden as chairman of the group and its subsidiaries, Alaska
Airlines and Horizon Air. A 22-year veteran of the company,
Tilden currently serves as president and CEO.
Tilden succeeds Bill Ayer, who will retire Dec. 31 after
31 years at Alaska Air serving as president, CEO and chairman during his last decade at the company. Ayer remained as
chairman when Tilden was elected CEO in February 2012.
Tilden, 52, joined Alaska Airlines from Price Waterhouse
in 1991. He was promoted to the group’s chief financial officer in 2000, to executive vice president- planning and finance in 2007, and to president of Alaska Airlines in 2008.
As CEO, Tilden oversees Alaska Airlines, the nation’s seventh-largest carrier, and regional carrier Horizon Air, which
together employ 13,000 people and fly 180 aircraft to nearly
100 destinations across the continental United States and in
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada and Mexico.
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Name that Plane
January Name that Plane

This months aircraft is European Regional Jet in service
today.
The winner of last months contest is Dan Carbonaro
PAPD Retired with this entry:
The aircraft in the December issue of the Airport Press
“Name that Plane” section is the “McDonnell Douglas MD88”. The MD-88 is a variant of the popular MD-80 series
which is a stretched and improved development of the McDonnell Douglas DC-9.
The origins of the MD-80 lie in 1975 testing where a
standard DC-9 was fitted with improved, more efficient, higher bypass
ratio JT8D-200 series turbofans. MDC
originally proposed fitting the new
engines (which meet Stage 3 noise
limits) to a development designated
the DC-9-55, which would have featured two JT8D-209s and a 12ft 8in
stretched fuselage over the 50.
Instead MDC developed the DC-9
Super 80 (or DC-9-80), combining the
new engines with a further stretched
fuselage, increased span wing and
other improvements. Launched in
October 1977, the Super 80 first flew
on October 18 1979. Certification for
the initial Super 80 model, the 81, was
granted in July 1981. The first customer delivery was to Swissair in September 1980.
McDonnell Douglas renamed the
DC-9-80 the MD-80 in 1983. The
MD-80 designation however is a generic designation for the series and
does not apply to a certain model
type. The specific MD-80 models are
the initial MD-81, the MD-82 with
more powerful JT8D-217s, the extended range MD-83 with extra fuel
and more efficient JT8D-219s, and the
MD-88 (first flight August 1987) with
the JT8D-219s of the MD-83 with an
EFIS flight-deck and redesigned cabin
interior, with other improvements. The

shorter fuselage but longer range MD-87 is described separately under McDonnell Douglas.
Initial sales of the Super 80 were slow until American
Airlines placed an initial order for 67 MD-82s (with options
on 100) in early 1984 (American now operates a fleet of 260
MD-80s), kickstarting what went on to become a highly successful program - the 1000th MD-80 was delivered in March
1992.
Following the 1997 merger of Boeing and McDonnell
Douglas the future of the Douglas airliners were reviewed.

December Name that Plane

In December 1997 Boeing announced its decision to drop
the MD-80 and MD-90 once current orders were fulfilled.
An April 1998 TWA order for 24 MD-83s will see the MD80 remain in production until January 2000.
Delta operates the largest fleet of McDonnell Douglas
MD-88 and McDonnell Douglas MD-90.
Other correct entries were submitted by Ted Corbett,
Delta Airlines, Mason Haines, Logistics USA Ltd, and
Charlotte Dennehy, McArthur Airport.
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Got Twitter?

Prologis
JFK Cargo Centers at Building 75 & 77
16,000 Square Feet Warehouse Space For Lease in Building 77

Follow @bpinnola

Eastern Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica NY 11430
15,000 Square Feet of Office Space for Lease in Building 75
Hanger Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430

For the latest info on
JFK office & warehouse space
#jfkairportspace
(516) 456-0433
HELP WANTED ALLIANCE GROUND INTERNATIONAL





Alliance Ground International, a ground handling company is looking for an individual to join our growing team at JFK. We are seeking a Station
General Manager for our cargo and ramp handling operations at JFK.

location

location

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg77

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg75

facility

facility

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x






16,480sfwarehouse/office
2Landsidetruckdocks
1AirsideRampDoor
1Widebodyaircraftparkingspot
Flexibleterms

15,000sfofficespace
Smallestunitunder900sf
Securedareaparkinglot
MassTransitQ3andCargoShuttle
Flexibleterms








GENERAL MANAGER, JFK

Prologis
Bob Caton
email: bcaton@prologis.com
ph +1 718-709-5600 Ext 5611
fax +1 718-732-2949
JFK International Airport, Building 77
Jamaica, NY 11430 USA

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
• Develop and manage a team of skilled professionals at our JFK Station.
• Develop, implement and monitor the cargo operational plans for our customer portfolio.
• Work on all levels in the organization and with widely differing groups of people (airlines, agents and forwarders)
• Communicate with all Government Authorities for the compliance of aviation and local laws
• Responsible for all aspects of the Station budget and total oversight of the JFK AGI Station.
QUALIFICATION/EXPERIENCE:
• Strong knowledge of the airline and international air freight industry
• At least 5 years cargo management and strong operations experience
• Well versed in the cargo freighter operation as well as passenger aircraft
• In-depth communication, management and demonstrated leadership ability
• Proven success records in setting and achieving goals and targets
• Knowledge of computer software such as MS Work/Excel
• Superior interpersonal and communication skills
• Good decision making and time management skills
• Experience in dealing with Local, Sales and Federal government agencies including suppliers
• Must have the right to live and work in the USA

Please email your resume along with cover letter to AGIJFKADM@allianceground.com
Visit us at www.allianceground.com
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THE BIG GAME IS COMING!

T

he Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey is excited to support the
National Football League’s Super
Bowl XLVIII on February 2, 2014, at MetLife
Stadium in East Rutherford, New Jersey.
The agency has been working closely with
the NY/NJ Super Bowl Host Committee and
bi-state regional transit providers since May
2010, when it was first announced that the
game was awarded to the stadium.
This is the first time a Super Bowl has
been played in the New York metropolitan
area in over 50 years, but more significantly,
it is the first time that mass transit will play a

major role in transporting fans to the game.
The Super Bowl Host Committee is urging
the use of public transportation, due to the
extremely limited parking availability at the
stadium (as a projected 80,000 attendees are
expected). An additional 400,000 visitors are
anticipated to participate in pre-game events,
such as the Super Bowl Boulevard celebration, which stretches on Broadway from Herald Square at 34th Street to Times Square at
42nd Street on the four days leading up to
Super Bowl Sunday.
This is also the first Super Bowl where the
hosting duties are split between two states,

which makes the provision of an easy, seamless travel experience all the more imperative. To this end, the Port Authority’s PATH
system, NJ Transit, and the MTA have coordinated efforts to provide the critical resources needed to transport the thousands expected
to the greater metropolitan area.
The Port Authority has also increased the
amount of red-jacketed Customer Care Representatives who will greet passengers flying
into regional airports, and the Super Bowl
Host Committee has enlisted the help of volunteers to meet visitors at air terminals, train
stations, and hotels to provide information

about the game and other related activities.
To all our employees who signed up to
volunteer, we, at the Port Authority thank you
for providing this essential service, and for
making travelers and visitors feel welcome!
Want more up-to-the-minute information
and the inside scoop on upcoming events?
– join The Huddle! This blog gives updates
from the Super Bowl Host Committee to
keep you in-the-know about what’s happening both on and off the field.
Visit http://insidethehuddle.nynjsuperbowl.com

GETTING TO AND FROM SUPER BOWL WITH MASS TRANSIT
he Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey’s facilities are the “Gateway to the Game” – but getting around
during Super Bowl week involves several
transit providers – and options.
The Port Authority will have additional
passenger information agents at all PATH
stations during game week and will expand
off-peak service hours, with all lines operational on the Saturday before the game. Super Bowl commemorative Smart Cards will
be available at PATH stations in early January 2014.
NJ Transit will be running additional
trains to and from New York Penn Station
during off-peak hours and on game day.
There will be additional rail service from

T

Penn Station in New York, Newark Penn
Station, and Newark Liberty International
Airport to Seacaucus Junction, where customers can connect to a direct rail link to
MetLife Stadium. NJ TRANSIT will also
offer a “Super Pass” that provides unlimited
rides throughout the system between January
27th and February 3rd. This 8-day pass will
be available online at http://njtransit.com/superbowl until January 20, 2014.
The MTA will provide enhanced afternoon and evening service on the Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) on the Wednesday
to Friday before the game, and service every
30 minutes on major branches during peakhours on the Saturday before the game. The
MTA will also be adding more directional

J

NFL arena in terms of total seating capacity.
The fact that the stadium does not have
a roof was a matter of concern to the NFL,
which normally requires an average of 50
degrees or higher in February or an indoor
climate-controlled host venue, but that condition was waived by the NFL commissioner
who saw the advantages of bringing the Super Bowl to the New York region.
In case of extreme weather, additional police officers, Office of Emergency Management (OEM) personnel, and maintenance

signage, including electronic maps that provide real-time transit information.
•
Metro-North will enhance postAM peak inbound service on the East Hudson lines, and extra outbound late evening
service the Wednesday to Friday before the
game.
•
New York City Transit will operate rush-hour shuttle service between Grand
Central Terminal and Times Square on the
Saturday before the game, and enhanced service to New York Penn Station on game day
for those attendees traveling to Super Bowl
via this particular MTA to NJ TRANSIT link.
AMTRAK service on select Northeast
Regional lines will stop at the Seacaucus
Junction Station on Super Bowl Sunday.

The NY/NJ Super Bowl Host Committee will offer direct non-stop coach bus service to and from nine locations in New York
and New Jersey on the “Fan Express”. This
pre-ticketed bus service is only available to
Super Bowl ticket holders. The bus stops in
New York City include: Grand Central Station, Waldorf Astoria, Madison Square Park,
Time Warner Center, Minetta Lane, and Battery Park. In New Jersey the stops include:
Harmon Meadows, Hanover Marriott, and
the Newark Liberty Airport Marriott Hotel.
The “Fan Express” will stop at Stadium entrances between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
For more bus ticket info visit http://SBFanExpress.com.

SUPER BOWL FAQS
ust a few fun things to know --- Super Bowl XLVIII will be the first to be
played outdoors in a cold weather environment and the first to have two NFL host
teams (New York Giants and New York Jets)
that play at the same home stadium.
The stadium itself is relatively new; opening April 20, 2010, as the new Meadowlands
Stadium. In 2011, the insurance company
MetLife acquired naming rights to the stadium which has seating for 82,566 fans and
over 200 luxury suites, making it the largest

staff will be deployed at Port Authority crossings and major roadways, and the Departments of Transportation of both New York
and New Jersey have implemented a roadway construction embargo and special busonly lanes during the game, with additional
signage and routing information to be set up
in case of harsh weather. Even NFL groundkeepers have made preparations, which will
serve as a precedent for future games played
in cold environments.
The Port Authority is also prepared to

meet increased demand at airports and on
roads as well as tunnel and bridge crossings
during Super Bowl XLVII. Newark Liberty
International has a brand new Fan Lounge,
new hangar space to accommodate private
and corporate aircraft, and the on-site Newark Airport Marriott Hotel has undergone extensive renovations just to be ready for game
day; that includes its new 10,000 square-foot
ballroom!
So get ready to join the fun – and don’t
forget to take mass transit!

JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AND LAGUARDIA: ON THE MENU

C

ongratulations to John F. Kennedy International and LaGuardia airports for
having top-flight eateries.
According to The Daily Meal, a national
go-to website for food enthusiasts that reviews restaurants, recipes, chefs, and food
& beverage trends around the world, our airports have gained notoriety for their culinary
offerings.
At John F. Kennedy International: Uptown
Brasserie – located at Delta’s Terminal 4 near

Gate 32, is a fun, informal eatery is helmed
by Marcus Samuelsson, best known from
the Red Rooster and Ginny’s Supper Club in
Harlem. It is open every day from 7 a.m. to
10 p.m., serving breakfast, lunch, dinner plus
appetizers and desserts.
Also located in Terminal 4 is the well-liked
Shake Shack, which landed there earlier this
year and has just opened a second venue in
the same terminal. In addition to shakes, fries,
hot dogs and burgers is a breakfast menu and

an eat-on-the-go selection, brought to you by
foodie favorite Danny Meyer.
Spanish restaurant Piquillo, located in
John F. Kennedy International’s Terminal 5,
also made the list with its tapas and dishes
from regional Spain such as Galician-style
fish and Catalan stew with braised chickpeas
– ole!
At LaGuardia: Italian fare is on the menu
at Crust Pizza and Tagliare, both located in
Delta Terminal D, near Gates 1-2; and there’s

also Prime Tavern from Michael Lomanco,
voted by Fodor’s, as one of the Best Airport
Restaurants in the World.
Our area airports were also acknowledged by the 2013 Skytrax Awards; commonly recognized as the most prestigious
awards in the airline industry; and both
Newark Liberty and John F. Kennedy International were mentioned in the Top 100 Best
Airports!
Bon Appetite!
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